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Abstract—Various scripts are often used to automatically build, configure, and deploy software, as well as to combine code base written in different programming languages. In this project, we develop novel analysis techniques for file manipulation scripts to statically detect path-related errors and estimate the necessary directory structure (path pre-conditions) before running a script. Due to the prevalence of path generation and file manipulation operations in various scripts, our proposed technique may enhance the reliability and transportability of these scripts.

1. Introduction

Path generation and file manipulation account for a large portion of these scripts and path-related bugs [1] such as “file not found” and “permission denied” are common in the field. Furthermore, when transporting such scripts to other machines (including virtual machines and docker containers), it is necessary to extract their path pre-condition, which can be tedious and error-prone. While existing string analyses [2], [3], [4] can estimate values of path variables (variables representing file paths) as automata and summarize string operations, they cannot check states of directory structures or summarize file operations (e.g., cp, rm). Unlike memory objects whose structure are often predefined in the code as class / struct definitions, directory structure can be manipulated at runtime and no existing techniques can statically check the correctness of directory structure states and operations on them.

In this paper, we describe the first technique to statically estimate the states of the file system at certain program points of a file-manipulation script. There are three major challenges. The first challenge is how to design proper abstract domains to represent the state of directory structures. We further need to represent file permissions and links to detect related errors. We overcome this challenge with the novel intuition: a state of the file system can be represented as a set of paths (strings), so an estimation of the file-system state can be represented as an estimation of its corresponding path set. The second challenge is how to represent file operations as transfer functions on the abstract domain. To overcome this challenge, we use FSTs (Finite State Transducers) to summarize the effect of file operations (e.g., cp, rm) on directory structures (path sets). The third challenge is the large variety of scripting languages and system / third-party commands that have effect on the file system. To make our technique general enough, we designed a new intermediate language (File Manipulation Intermediate Language, or FMI) that abstracts control flows, string operations (e.g., concatenation, replace) and basic file operations (e.g., cp, mkdir) from the programming language to be analyzed. The benefit of FMI is to have a common input format for our analysis so that it can support any scripts that can be translated to FMI.

2. Background

There are research efforts on checking the correctness of build and configuration scripts such as Javascript [5] or Perl [6]. There are also research efforts in checking the correctness of build and configuration scripts, such as makefiles [7] and puppet scripts [8]. Some recent research [9], [10], [11] studied the automatic repair and generation of build scripts [12]. Adams et al. [13] proposed a framework to extract a dependency graph for build configuration files, and provide automatic tools to keep consistency during revision. However, these analyses mostly perform whole program analysis or bottom-up analysis on one type of code with conservative assumptions of entry states, while our approach is more of hybrid analyses that take advantage of concrete execution records. Furthermore, they focus on the internal logic or global variables, while our work further handles the program’s interaction with system environment and system environment states.

3. Analysis Framework

The basic idea behind our research is that file-system states can be presented as a set of path values (strings). To handle infinite string value sets, we use automata to summarize all possible file-system states. For example, Figure 1 shows the automaton presentation of a file system state with root folder “/”, folder “/foo”, and files “/foo/bar” and “/abc”. We have implemented File Manipulation Intermediate Language (FMI) as the preliminary basis for the research. FMI is currently supported with a parser, an abstraction interpretation engine (based on fixed point
algorithm), and a simple static path analysis which considers only file operations with constant paths as their arguments.

In the scripts, path arguments are often generated from string constants with string operations. We can use string analysis to estimate path argument's possible values as an automaton, but then we need to feed this automaton to the file-state transfer functions, which makes them much more complicated. As an example, for the operation "cp x y," and automaton aut(x) representing possible values of x, automaton aut(y) representing possible values of y, the transfer function from old file-system abstraction D to new abstraction D' will be:

\[
D' = D \cup (\text{aut}(y) \cdot \text{replace}(D \cap \text{aut}(x), \cdot, \text{parentdir}(\text{aut}(x))))
\]  

(1)

, in which "\cdot" represents string concatenations, replace(a, b, c) is the standard string operation to replace appearances of regular expression b in automaton a to string c, which is supported by a Finite State Transducer (FST). And parentDir(a) is the string operation to get parent directory of a path a (substring until last "/" in a or second last "/" in a if a ends with "/"). This operation is straightforward for a constant string input, but for an automaton input I, we need to carefully design an FST (as shown in Figure 2) to transform I to a correct output automaton O, so that . For rm operations it is more complicated. As string analysis always over-estimates the paths to be deleted, if we simply do a difference between the automata, the resulted file-system state will no longer be an over-estimation.

Although our research is fully based on the above intuitive ideas. Designing a full-fledged analysis for file-system states has a lot of complications. We specifically identified risks and challenges from three aspects, and we list our mitigation plans as follows.

- Modeling of File Links. File system may contain link files that link to a target file or directory at a different path. This will cause some operations on the link file to be actually applied to the target file or directory. So, we need to model links between paths in a file-system state. Since the arguments of link-generation operations can be string variables, we plan to use a domain of automaton pairs to present the links between possible values of the arguments.
- Modeling File Permissions. Existence is the basic property of a path value. Permission is another important property of a path value. We plan to handle permissions by enriching each acceptance state in the automata with tags indicating the upper and lower permission bound of path values accepted at the state. When a permission changing (e.g. chmod) or checking operation is performed, we will intersect the argument automata with the file-system state automata and trace matching states to find out the tags of which acceptance states should be changed.
- Modeling File Co-Existence. Paths that may exist in a file-system state may not exist together. For more precise analysis, we need to summarize co-existence relationships between paths. We plan to maintain two state-pair domains for the automatons to model the file pairs that may co-exist or may not co-exist.
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